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TIME  SCHEDULE

MODULE TOPICS PERIODS
1 Fundamentals of optics and optical fiber 17

Test I 1
2 Optical Sources and detectors 17

Test II 1
3 Optical communication devices 17

Test III 1
4 Optical Networks 17

Test IV 1
TOTAL 72

OBJECTIVES

MODULE I
1.1. Discuss about the advantages of Optical Fibre
1.2. Explain the optical spectral bands, windows
1.3. Discuss about the Principle of light transmission  in a fibre, Total Internal reflection,

Numerical aperture, Acceptance angle
1.4. Understand the Ray types: Meridional ray and skew rays
1.5. Discuss about various optical fibre types – single mode and multi mode
1.6. Discuss step index and graded index fibers  and refractive index profile
1.7. Explain the optical fibre modes and  configurations
1.8. Discuss about different types of fibre materials:- Glass fibre, plastic optical fibre, photonic

crystal fibre, photonic band gap fibre
1.9. Explain the dispersion :- Inter-modal, Intra-modal dispersion, Polarization mode dispersion
1.10. Explain the attenuation:- Absorption losses, Linear scattering losses, Non- linear scattering

losses and fibre bend losses

MODULE II
2.1 Understand Optical process in semiconductors: Energy band, Direct and Indirect band-gap
2.2 Discuss about absorption and radiation in semiconductors, Hetero structure
2.3 Understand the light source material in LED
2.4 Discuss about LED structure:- Surface emitting and Edge-emitting LEDs
2.5 Explain the modulation in an LED
2.6 Discuss the theory of laser action – absorption and emission of radiation, population

inversion, stimulated emission
2.7 Explain the laser diode structure and radiation pattern
2.8 Understand optical detection principle, absorption , quantum efficiency and responsivity
2.9 Discuss about the PN photo-diode
2.10 Discuss about the PIN photodiode
2.11 Discuss about the Avalanche photodiode
2.12 Comparison of various photodiodes
2.13 Understand the noises in photodiodes

MODULE III



3.1 Discuss about semiconductor optical amplifiers
3.2 Explain the basic operation of optical amplifiers
3.3 Discuss  the Erbium doped fibre amplifiers, amplification mechanism
3.4 Understand Fibre Raman amplifiers
3.5 Comparison of various optical amplifiers SOAs, EDFA,FRAs
3.6 Discuss about fibre splices, fusion splices , mechanical splices  and multiple splices
3.7 Explain about fibre connectors
3.8 Discuss about fibre couplers, three and four port couplers, star couplers,  wavelength

division multiplexing couplers
3.9 Explain the optical fibre directional coupler and its principle, applications
3.10 Understand the optical isolators and circulators
3.11 Discuss about Beam splitters
3.12 Explain about modulators- Magneto optic modulators and Acousto-optic modulator

MODULE IV
4.1 Understand basic network concepts
4.2 Discuss about network layer, physical layer, data-link layer, network layer, transport layer,

optic link layer
4.3 Explain the SONET/SDH, transmission format and speed
4.4 Discuss SONET and SDH ring
4.5 Understand the optical add drop multiplexing
4.6 Explain about optical cross connect
4.7 Understand the wavelength routing
4.8 Discuss optical switching
4.9 Explain optical circuit switching
4.10 Explain the optical burst switching
4.11 Explain the optical packet switching
4.12 Study of Fiber solitons

CONTENT DETAL
MODULE I
Introduction to optical fibre, advantages, optical spectral bands, windows. Principle of light
transmission in optical fibre. Ray types, fibre types and modes, different fibre material, absorption and
attenuation in fibre

MODULE II
Optical light source energy band gap, hetero structure, absorption and radiation in semiconductors.
LED material, structure, modulation. Laser theory , laser diode structure and radiation pattern, optical
detection, different type of optical detectors.

MODULE III
Semiconductor optical amplifiers, principle, different types. Fibre splices and different types. Fibre
connectors, fibre couplers and different types. Optical fibre directional coupler and its principle,
applications. Optical isolators and circulators, Beam splitters, modulators and it different types

MODULE IV
Optical network, different layers, SONET/SDH, optical add drop multiplexing, optical switching,
optical cross connect, optical switching, optical cross connect, wavelength routing, optical burst
switching, optical packet switching, Fiber solitons
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